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About Seamfix

Seamfix Nigeria Limited is an innovative technology solution
company that plays a key role in helping to meet the global
growing demand for identity management, process automation
as well as service support solutions across all sectors. As leading
providers of technology solutions and services in the Nigerian
and larger African market, our systems empower our clients to
derive maximum value, deliver value to their customers, solve
challenges and stay ahead of the competition.

Security Industry
challenges
Our research on the private security service industry indicated
challenges bordering on data and identity management, some of
which are depicted in scenarios below:
1.
Monitoring teams go out to conduct routine/random
inspections, only to find that operatives have replaced themselves
with a look-alike family member.
2. An operative was sacked at the Calabar branch of a security
company in February due to incompetence on the job. He changes
his name and relocates to Lagos where he applies and gets
employed by the same security company because their data is not
harmonized.
3. Guards’ rosters are signed fully and ‘dutifully’ before staff is
paid, but recent random inspections have shown that 30% of
those who signed the rosters don't ‘exist’ on site. Ghost staff,
strange faces in company uniform, no ‘unique’ identification; the
company was losing money and credibilityy in February due to
incompetence on the job. He changes his name and relocates to
Lagos where he applies in the Lagos branch of XYZ security
company. Leonard is again employed by the same company
because their data is not harmonized, who knows what next will
happen.

4. Operatives fill forms and stamp their fingerprints, but each
form joins the growing stack that just sits in the file cabinet.
Monitoring teams must search through the stack to find the file
of one operative, just to verify one piece of information.
5. An operative submitted an unclear passport photograph,
making it difficult for monitoring teams to be sure if they're
talking to the person they hired, or their ‘brother’.
The case studies are adaptations of current real-life scenarios;
scenarios that the security industry can curb using BioRegistra

www.bioregistra.com

BioRegistra for Security

Our Unique Proposition

BioRegistra™ is an innovative data capture and identification
platform developed primarily for individuals or businesses like
yours to enable you to capture and store any form of data relevant
to you (textual, fingerprints and/or pictures).

Benefits of BioRegistra to Security Industry
Phase 1
Automated capture of Staff data, including Biometric
information
Identify and Verify staff or their information on the spot
Captured data can be used for identity cards
Online & offline capture capability
Provide uniformity of captured information in the
organization nationwide
Automation and digitization of all forms
Holistic KYC data capture solution.
Field agents/supervisors can capture staff using android
phones
Real-time synchronization of data- so it can be viewed
back-end from anywhere
Data is encrypted and secured with cloud technology
Roll out of statutory reports eased with automated data
Fraudulent data capture prevention
Controlled multi-Agent access
Portraits conform to the highest KYC standards

Phase 2
To allow ease of enrolment, identification, and
deduplication of security operatives nationwide,
BioRegistra can be used to capture profiles of all security
service providers and their personnel using the same
format into a segmented cloud space. This data, under the
administration of the security industry regulatory body,
would then be accessible to registered security companies
for enterprise and other planning activities. This would
facilitate personnel tracking across companies (companies
can easily cross-check the credentials/background of an
applicant against the database, but the data of each
company remains accessible by that company alone

Our BioRegistra solution also offers the followingMobile (Android) and Windows-based live data capture
solution
Agent Management and field deployment management
features
Data can be used for enumeration and identification
Data capture is encrypted, saved and secured with cloud
technology
Platform also has the deduplication feature to help curb fraud
by flagging duplicate records
Enhances data capture with geo-location tagging of such data
Enables configuration to capture any parameter including
pictures and even fingerprints if need be
Automation and digitization of manual processes
Real-time monitoring of field activities (from the office)
Offline capture where there is no internet connection
Simple API which allows you retrieve your data to other
systems with few lines of code
Data export to any format provides ease of use of data for
decision
Platform generates CRM reports and search on any required
parameter
Ease of data capture and accessibility
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